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ABSTRACT

The need for an efficient method to find the furthermost appropriate document corresponding to a particular search query has become crucial due to the exponential development in the number of papers that are now readily available to us on the web. The vector space model (VSM) is a perfect model used in “information retrieval”, represents these words as a vector in space and gives them weights via a popular weighting method known as term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). In this research, work has been proposed to retrieve the most relevant document focused on representing documents and queries as vectors comprising average term frequency inverse sentence frequency (TF-ISF) weights instead of representing them as vectors of TF-IDF weight and two basic and effective similarity measures: Cosine and Jaccard were used. Using the MS MARCO dataset, this article analyzes and assesses the retrieval effectiveness of the TF-ISF weighting scheme. The result shows that the TF-ISF model with the Cosine similarity measure retrieves more relevant documents. The model was evaluated against the conventional TF-IDF technique and shows that it performs significantly better on MS MARCO data (Microsoft-curated data of Bing queries).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Searching through a repository of documents to find those that match a particular topic is known as information retrieval, and the effectiveness of the process depends on how accurately the data is retrieved. Document retrieval is a form of text retrieval. Text retrieval is a subset of information retrieval in which information is basically kept in the form of text. Text retrieval is an important field of research nowadays because it is the foundation of all internet search engines [1]. Due to its well-defined statistical foundations and strong empirical performance, the language modelling technique for information retrieval has recently received much attention [2]. The best example of this application is web searches. Several algorithms have been designed for this purpose. They take an input query and compare it to the stored documents or text samples, ranking the results according to how similar they are to the given query [3]. These algorithms compare the individual query phrases to the indexed documents, which preserve data on term frequencies and locations. Each document receives a grade depending on its similarity to other documents. A high frequency of presence in a document results in a high query word score for that content [4]. Finding and ranking unstructured documents that correspond to the user's information demands is the aim of information retrieval [5]. When a user submits a search query to the system, an information retrieval process starts.
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The information retrieval system uses a variety of models to comprehend the user's query. Following these models, it ranks all documents and displays the most pertinent ones from the data set [6]. Results from these several methods will be shown. Various algorithms employ various strategies to evaluate this similarity and determine the score. The vector space model (VSM) is among the most respected and widely applied methods. It defeats the Boolean model, which uses Boolean logic to match documents with queries, regardless of whether the necessary phrases are present in the document [7]. A popular model is the vector space model, which uses term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) as one of its weighting methods [8]. The number n represents how many terms are used to create an index to exemplify the documents. It describes text elements represented as vectors in n dimensions [9]. The document must be stripped and separated into different terms to create an index. Then, the document can be processed further, which condenses several word forms into a single stem, improving the efficiency of matching two papers. The term frequency inverse sentence frequency (TF-ISF) weighting technique [10], [11], which operates at the sentence level rather than the document level, is used in this research to enhance the retrieval of documents. Comparing the method with a baseline model (TF-IDF) will also show that a suggested retrieval system performs significantly better. It also looked at how different similarity metrics affected the model. The TF-IDF and TF-ISF schemes used Cosine and Jaccard as similarity measures. A basic method for information retrieval has been illustrated in Figure 1.

![Diagram of Document retrieval system](image)

Figure 1. Document retrieval system

The user enters their query into the system while a collection of documents is given to the representation model in this image, which then executes the representing process. A matching algorithm then uses the user query to obtain the top-k-ranked documents [12]. To do this work, a predetermined representation model is provided, and training data is then subjected to matching algorithms and a rating model to match the user query. Then the result’s page is obtained [13]. Before assigning ranks to the documents, the information retrieval system performs a few preprocessing steps that will be covered in the following section. The vector space model's TF-IDF weighting method has been replaced with a modified system for term weighting called term frequency with average term occurrences (TF-ATO) [14], which, as findings have demonstrated, is an enhancement. The method determines the average number of times a term appears in documents and uses discrimination to weed out the less important weights. When combined with stop word removal and the researchers' suggested discriminative strategy, TF-ATO outperforms the TF-IDF system. According to the document length, a different modified TF-IDF approach that includes “relative TF-weighting” and “TF-normalization” has been proposed [15]. Most available models use a poorly balanced single-term frequency normalization between favouring short and long documents for searches of various lengths. This weighting system makes use of two euclidean distances that cannot be used to calculate this proximity and produce accurate results.

The area where information is spread apart, approximation “Kolmogorov complexity” exists, Shirakawa et al. [16] have demonstrated that the distance between the term and the empty string is equal to the inverse document frequency (IDF) of a phrase. They have developed a potential development of IDF called N-gram IDF, which manages any length of words and terms depending on this discovery. Without utilizing natural language processing (NLP) approaches, this scheme finds that the dominating N-grams are used to separate overlapping ones and extract any length of key terms from texts. The weight of every feasible N-gram is determined using two string processing methods—this method used cutting-edge techniques for online search query partitioning and key term extraction to attain competitive performance. Three novel weighting techniques have been proposed in [17] to enhance the TF-IDF weighting technique. The first strategy, known as dispersed words weight augmentation (DWWA), gives words that are dispersed over the majority of the paragraphs in the document more weight than the words that are only found within some sections. The second method, known as title weight augmentation (TWA), gives the words in the document's title and opening
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sentences greater weight. The third technique referred to as first ranked terms weight augmentation (FRWWA), gives terms that exist the most repeatedly in a document more weight.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

The proposed model’s general structure is depicted in Figure 2. In this model, all documents in the corpus are segmented into individual sentences. After that, the sentences are preprocessed to make them simple for search engines and space and time requirements. The preprocessing steps in this stage include tokenization, punctuation elimination, removing duplicate tokens, stop-words removal, and stemming. Using the natural language toolkit (NLTK) library for Python, queries and documents were both prepossessed [18].

![Figure 2. The general framework of the proposed model](image)

2.1. Pre-processing

Pre-processing is adding a new document to an information retrieval system [19]. Each document must undergo various pre-processing procedures for search engines to effortlessly understand it as a document and process it using their algorithms. Each document is subjected to processes like (“text segmentation, tokenization, stemming, and stop word removal”). Figure 3 depicts the preprocessing phases, and a description of each step is provided in:

- Text segmentation: documents are divided into separate sentences using the delimiters “.”, “?” and “!”. The textual units required for comparing the query and corpus are these distinct sentences that come from the segmentation procedure.
- Tokenization: is the process of breaking up text into tokens using blank spaces as delimiters. Possibly while also removing specific characters, such as punctuation.
- Stemming: which replaces all word variants with the word’s single stem or root, is described in [20]. In the majority of information retrieval (IR) systems, it is crucial. Stemming often involves stripping words of any added suffixes and prefixes. For instance, the words "reading," "reader," and "reads" are normalized to "read".
- Stop-words: although a document may have hundreds or even thousands of words, not every word is equally significant from the user’s point of view. Typically, this word is used frequently throughout the text without adding anything to make it more informative. Practically speaking, stop words like "the," "a," and "of," and users do not search for numerous others. Eliminating these terms helps to improve the findings’ accuracy and also enables a reduction in the amount of memory space needed. The English stop word list contains the extracted stop words [21]. Stop-word lists can varied for different document collections based on the objective.

![Figure 3. Preprocessing diagram](image)
2.2. Document representation

There are various ways to model a text document for information retrieval. Fingerprinting is a standard heuristic retrieval model. Using fingerprinting, approaches represent a document by fragmenting it into substrings and choosing a subset of all the generated substrings. A document fingerprint leans towards recognizing the document uniquely as a human fingerprint does [22]. Another commonly used retrieval model is the VSM. VSM is a standard technique for traditional IR. It is also used in information filtering, relevancy rankings and indexing. It is a simple model representing each document as a vector of terms. If words are chosen as terms, then every word in the vocabulary becomes an independent dimension in a very high dimensional vector space. Any text can then be represented as a vector in this high-dimensional space [23]. The angle between two vectors is used as a measure of divergence between the vectors.

Weighting scheme: to select the most pertinent terms to verify, a term weighting scheme is an essential component of all vector space document models. Different weighted systems can represent a document as a collection of terms, such as the term frequency-inverse document frequency. Variations from one method to another belong to the specific choices of weights in the vectors.

TF-IDF weighting scheme: because they are straightforward to understand, VSMs are commonly implemented for text representation. Each term in VSM is given a weight based on a separate weighting scheme. The most popular weighing method, especially in IR, is TF-IDF [24]. TF-IDF intuitively assesses the significance of a specific term in a particular document. The TF component measures the frequency of a term in a particular document, normalized by the document’s size, to eliminate any tendency toward more significant documents. IDF calculates how many documents in the corpus include the specified phrase. It represents the frequency or rarity of the phrase across the entire corpus. Combining these two statistics, a term is given more value if it frequently occurs in a text and less importance if it frequently occurs throughout the corpus [25].

Doing this gives keywords more weight and standard terms like articles and prepositions less weight. The formula for TF-IDF is as follows if t, and d, respectively, stand for terms and documents as in (1), (2) and (3) respectively:

\[
TF(t, d) = \frac{\text{CountOF } t \text{ in } d}{\text{NumberOf terms in } d} \quad (1)
\]

\[
IDF(t, d) = \log_e \frac{\text{NumberOf documents}}{\text{NumberOf documents with }(t)} \quad (2)
\]

TF-IDF is the product of the above two statistics.

\[
TFIDF (t, d) = TF(t, d).IDF(t, d) \quad (3)
\]

In this work representing documents and queries as vectors comprising average term TF-ISF weights instead of representing them as vectors of term RF-ISF as in (4), (5) and (6) illustrated in:

\[
TF(t, s) = \frac{\text{Number of times } t \text{ appears in a sentence}}{\text{NumberOf terms in } s} \quad (4)
\]

\[
ISF(t, s) = \log_e \frac{\text{NumberOf sentences}}{\text{NumberOf sentences with }(t)} \quad (5)
\]

the result of the two statistics above is TF-ISF.

\[
TFISF (t,s) = TF(t,s).ISF(t,s) \quad (6)
\]

2.3. Similarity measures

An essential part of text-related research and applications in many tasks, such as text categorization, text summarization, IR, document clustering, and others, is measuring the similarity of words, sentences, phrases, and documents [26]. Calculating similarity between words is an essential part of measuring similarity between texts which is used later as the main step for calculating similarities between sentences and documents. The similarity between words can be satisfied lexically and semantically. The lexical similarity between words can occur if they have a similar character sequence. Semantic similarity can occur if the terms have the same thing, used in the same context.

Two specific and effective similarity metrics are Cosine and Jaccard, which are utilized with the TF/ISF system. Jaccard similarity is computed as the number of shared terms over the number of all unique terms in both strings. The Jaccard similarity ranges between 0 and 1, where one means that the two objects are the same and 0 means they are completely different. As shown in (7), Jaccard similarity is calculated.

\[\text{Jaccard similarity } = \frac{\text{Number of shared terms}}{\text{Number of all unique terms}}\]
Jaccard (S1, S2) = \frac{S1 \cap S2}{S1 \cup S2} \quad (7)

Also, the Cosine similarity which measures the similarity between two vectors of an inner product space that calculates the Cosine of the angle between them where the same way represents the query as the documents described. Each dimension represents a term with its weight in the paper, which is non-negative. As a result, the Cosine similarity is non-negative and bounded between [0, 1] as shown in Figure 4, then score can be computed between two sentences S1 and S2 (two TF-ISF vectors) as in (8).

\[
\text{Cosine}(S1, S2) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{m} T_{1,k} T_{2,k}}{\sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{m} T_{1,k}^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{m} T_{2,k}^2}} \quad (8)
\]

Next, a relevance score is determined throughout the whole corpus, for each query-document pair. Finally, depending on this rating, the Top K documents are obtained.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1. Dataset

A portion of the MS MARCO data was chosen to assess the efficacy of our strategy. With more than “one million queries and three million documents”, MS MARCO is a sizable data set designed for document re-ranking [27]. All of the queries were taken as samples from private Bing searches. For this study, a subgroup of 500 queries and the top 100 relevant documents for each query, for a total of 20,000 documents, were selected.

3.2. Metrics

Mean average precision (MAP) was used since each document's relevancy ranking for each query was marked in the “MS MARCO data” the following is a more thorough explanation of the MAP metric: MAP: precision is a measure of a model's complete prediction accuracy. The mean average precision value is determined for the model by averaging the precision values from all the queries as in (9).

\[
\text{MAP}(k) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{m} \text{relevant docs} \cap \text{retrieved docs}}{\text{retrieved docs}} \quad (9)
\]

3.3. Results

A document was deemed relevant by the model for purposes of this metric if it was among the “top 10, 5, and 3 documents in the MS MARCO data” for each query. Since a user might only be interested in a limited subset of the obtained pages depending on the scenario, the model evaluated MAP scores on smaller slices in addition to retrieving ten documents per query by default. The studies performed using the recently developed methodologies are described in this section TF-ISF with Cosine similarity (TF-ISF-Co), and TF-ISF with Jaccard similarity (TF-ISF-Ja). It then compares their results with the Baseline TF-IDF weighting measure, Cosine (TF-IDF-Co) and Jaccard similarity (TF-IDF-Ja). The experiments have been conducted using a subset of the MS MARCO data as an evaluation dataset for evaluating the proposed system. Table 1 and Figure 5 show that TF-ISF trained on MS MARCO data outperformed Baseline TF-IDF. Also, obviously, the Cosine similarity measure is better than the Jaccard similarity measure in the case of the TF-IDF and TF-ISF weighting scheme.
The results show that the precision of the TF-ISF-Ja Model was better than the TF-IDF-Ja (Baseline). Also, it is noticeable when TF-ISF is using the Cosine similarity measure. According to Table 1, the precision value rises from 78% to 81%. Also, the relative improvement percentage (RIP) of the proposed IR models TF-ISF-Co and TF-ISF-Ja against the existing TF-IDF IR models in terms of MAP(k=3), MAP(k=5) and MAP(k=10) which have been evaluated using MS MARCO data as an evaluation dataset, is illustrated in the Table 2 and Figure 6. The relative improvement percentage is calculated according to (10).

\[
RIP = \frac{our\ method - other\ method}{other\ method} \times 100
\]  

(10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR-model</th>
<th>MAP(k=3)</th>
<th>MAP(k=5)</th>
<th>MAP(k=10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF-Ja (Baseline)</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF-Co (Baseline)</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-ISF-Ja</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-ISF-Co</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Evaluation results of the different models

Figure 6. Relative improvement percentage of the proposed IR model against the Baseline
4. CONCLUSION

This work presented a new representation method for IR representing documents and queries as vectors of average term weight with the Cosine and Jaccard similarity measures, where the relatedness of a query to a given document is calculated based on the lexical relatedness of their concepts. The results of the studies demonstrated that the novel technique enhanced the information retrieval system's performance as measured by the MAP metric. Future work could go into several different areas. The first approach is the creation of new models, weighting techniques, and similarity measurements that can function well with the same semantic information. Second, the model's accuracy is increased by the creation of methods for combining lexical and semantic data. The usefulness of the hybrid retrieval strategy for other information retrieval tasks, such as question answering and recommendation systems, would also be interesting to assess.
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